
SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
At Rubio Monocoat we go for sustainability in all its facets. Our focus on sustainable entre-
preneurship is therefore not based on empty promises, but is proven by the many labels and 
certificates awarded to our products by various independent, international institutions.

Rubio Monocoat is the reference when it comes to high quality and environmentally 
friendly wood protection. That’s why we want to show our customers how ecological our 
products really are through an honest and trustworthy declaration

RUBIO IS ECOCONSCIOUS
We want to guarantee our sustainable entrepreneurship by ensuring transparency in our life 
cycle and environmental impact of our products. At Rubio Monocoat, everything starts with 
linseed as a sustainable basis for our oils. The technology of molecular binding makes the 
consumption per m² extremely low which is why we don’t need a mass production site. Be-
cause of the low consumption, we have fewer packages per project, and in the end also less 
transport and therefore CO² emissions.

In practice our oil contains 0% VOC and is very safe to use and equally safe for the environ-
ment. When a project is completed, Rubio Monocoat's EcoConscious story ends with easily 
recyclable packaging.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS ARE KEY
Worldwide, more and more attention is being paid to all factors that influence our environment. 
The demand for sustainable materials is increasing, but also has the consequence 
that countless new products with a self-declared environmentally friendly claim are put on 
the market. Consumers are becoming increasingly aware of this claim and are looking for 
products that they can really trust.
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Everything starts with linseed as a sustainable basis for our oils.

And therefore also have fewer packages per project.

In practice, our oil contains 0% VOC and is very safe to use and 
equally safe for the environment.

Our story ends with easy recyclable packaging.

The technology of molecular binding makes the consumption 
per m² extremely low which is why we don’t need a mass 
production site.

And in the end also less transport and therefore CO² emissions.

“When thinking green 
comes naturally”

-Rubio Monocoat


